In an oral communication, P. Tur& asked whether the hypothesis that each of the pictures S(x) is finite implies the existence of an infinite independent set. Gr&wald [5] showed that the answer is in the affirmative. LQzar [7] proved that there exists an independent set of power c. Fodor [3] , [a] pointed out that L&r's proof gives a stronger result: if no point ---x is a limit point of its picture S(x), there exists an independent set E ----------with z = c (throughout this paper, berof E). To prove the lemma, we need to show that there exists a point x in S and a collection of n sets S a k ( 1 <_ k < n,) nom of which contains x.
Suppose that such an x does not exist. Then to every x in S there corresponds a set F(x) of ordinals a < n, 9 with Pm < n, and such that x belongs to S, whenever a does not belong to P(x). 
